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I believe....
               ... every couple should get the
chance to have a perfect wedding day
               ... every wedding should be a
unique reflection of the bride and
groom and who they are
               ... that your wedding (as special
as it is) is just a launch pad for the real
deal, the marriage that follows it
              ... in making your day not only
memorable and stress-free but 
SO. MUCH. FUN.

hi, I'm Emily, the owner of Kahn Creative Co.! I've
always been a "planner," a sucker for themes and am
the first one to sign up to host a celebration or get
together. I've always had a particular enchantment
with weddings. It's a dream come true for me that I
get to help a couple's vision and dreams come to life.

I specialize in "the DIY bride" that likes to personalize
or create pieces to include in their day, whether it's
taking place at a venue, a mountaintop, or a backyard.
Whether it's rustic, romantic, vintage, boho, modern,
moody or somewhere in between, I love it all and can
make your day exactly like you dreamed. I will work
with you on every detail leading up to the day to make
sure it's exactly what you pictured when it comes to
my execution of your vision. 
 

emily

let's
get to
know
each
other!
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let's chat!
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4 hours of day-of coverage
1 in person planning/prep meeting
creation of wedding day timeline
& distribution to vendors
access to exclusive planning
worksheets
use of coordinator for 4 hours on
day, to be used at your discretion
as needed (decor set up,
management, etc.)

Minimalist
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day of coordination

starts at $600
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6 hours of day-of coverage 
1 phone/video consultation (up to 45 minutes)
1 in person planning/prep meeting
creation of wedding day timeline  & correspondence with vendors
access to exclusive planning worksheets
rehearsal day prior or day of
unlimited email contact 45 days prior to event
complete logistic and operational day of duties including 
set-up and tear down (as time allows), vendor management, bridal party and guest
management, timeline execution

budget
month & day of coordination

starts at $800
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all day day-of coverage 
1 phone/video consultation (up to 45
minutes)
2 in person planning/prep meetings, 1
being final walkthrough at venue, if
needed
creation of wedding day timeline  &
correspondence with vendors
access to exclusive planning worksheets
rehearsal day prior or day of
unlimited email contact 45 days prior to
event
1 hour (each way) of travel from zip code
80109 (rehearsal day prior may incur
extra fee)
complete logistic and operational day of
duties including set-up and tear down
(as time allows), vendor management,
bridal party and guest management,
timeline execution

to the max
month & day of coordination

starts at $1100
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unlimited hours of day-of coverage 
services begin 3-6 months prior to wedding/event with
unlimited communication
bi-weekly phone/video check-ins and monthly planning
meetings, as needed
creation of wedding day timeline  & correspondence with
vendors
access to exclusive planning worksheets
rehearsal day prior or day of
design and decor consultation & recommendations
shot list creation for photos
vendor recommendations, contract review & vendor
correspondence, as needed
assistance in planning rehearsal
1 hour (each way) of travel from zip code 80109 (rehearsal
day prior may incur extra fee)
final walkthrough at venue
complete logistic and operational day of duties day of
including set-up and tear down (as time allows), vendor
management, bridal party and guest management,
timeline execution

all out
partial planning

starts at $1500
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add on
services
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add on to your existing package
(some may already be included

depending on what you've booked

additional day of coordination hours

vendor referrals/recommendations

decor & design consultation

budget assistance

wedding music selection

bridal party & family attire recommendations

favor & welcome bag planning and execution

pet attendants

floral & dessert pickup and delivery

all services priced per hour at
$75/hour unless otherwise

specified 

$75/hour when booked prior & $100/hour day of
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Additional Events
Available 
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showers, bachelorette parties, elopements,
theme parties, other wedding events

starts at $200
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FAQ

Do you offer any discounts?
Yes! I offer a 15% discount to teachers, mental health
workers, first responders, law enforcement and
military. Mention to me before contract signing! 

How do I book you?
I require a signed contract and $200 non-refundable
deposit and the date is yours!  

Do you have travel fees?
Yes. For travel over an hour outside of zip code 80109, I
charge $20 per hour. There may also be lodging fees if
applicable to your event.  

Do you have assistants?
Sometimes! If I determine an assistant is needed, I will
hire one. You do not pay extra for this, it will come out
of the fee you are already paying me.

How do I pay you?
You pay an online invoice I send you via Square. I also
accept checks. A $50 fee applies for returned checks.

Have another question? You can email me at
kahncreativeco@gmail.com or we can hop on the phone! 
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It would be
an honor to
be a part of

your day!

let's  get  started!

let's hop on the phone &
have a chat

or we can get straight 
to the paperwork

We'll make your dream day
a reality!
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kahncreativeco.com
kahncreativeco@gmail.com

Instagram: @kahncreativeco
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